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Peer adviseme·
n t wins support
\\·
by Ann Barry

The faculty senate passed the
resolutjon with the stipulation that the
The FTU Faculty Senate has endorfin:.:i_, complete and specific program be
sed the basic idea of having a univer-·
brought back to them for appro'v'.al or
sity peer advising program · by
disapproval.
unanimously passing a . resolution
· Dr. Leslie Ellis, acting vice-president
vyhich approves the fo _rmation of a
for academic affairs, said last week
comm ittee to examine the issue.
'_
that he would get together with the
Student Body Vice-President Arsteering committee of the faculty senate
mando Payas described the proposed
and get a comQlittee started as soon as
program of training students to advise
the senate was informed about the
other students on · their
class
·program. ·
_
_
scheduling to the senate in an effort to
FfU PRESIDENT Trevor Colbourn
dismiss faculty reservations about the
said the progr.a m h~s a great deal of
program.
merit. He thinks the st,\ldent advisors, if
PAYAS SAID at the first m eeting of
appropriately trained, can do a ·s uperb
the senate this quarter that he hoped to
job, he said.
gain their good will towa-rd the idea of
"I like th e idea and I will · be
peer advising arid its impleme.n tation
following the issue witb some interest ,"
at FTU. He .said · he would like to see
s.aid Colbourn.
fa culty members on the univ ersity
· In their discussion of the program,
committee which -will organize the
~o - faculty
members
expressed
program.
adamant_ disapproval of the idea.
- Payas assured faculty members that
Many did have questions and commenthe program wa? designed to enhan ce,
ts concern ing the detailed operation of
not replace th e ex isting facu lty ad- ~
such a program. .
visement system at FTU .
ONE FACULTY member w·a nted to
"Students wil l still need their faculty
know if the faculty would still. be
adivsor's signature on .t heir tria l and
responsible for mistakes the student
advisement sche9,ule to reg.ister,"
advisor or the students make. Another
Pa yas said. "The faculty 'i tself would
profc~so r wan'ted to know what reward
not· be r-emoved · from the adv isement
would be given to the student adv isor~
pro.:;ram ~hatsoever.''. . ·
''
for their time . ·
·
- NO PROVISION has been made yet
"I don't uqderstand why- a student in
con~erning self-advised students and
more reluctant to approach a faculty
whether they can us.e th e 'peer advis ing
adv isor than a student," said Bruce
program, Payas sa_id. He added that
Pauley, chair~~n of-the faculty senate
the university committee would settle
and professor of history.
all details about the program such as
"The system may lea d to a high
who is eligibl e to use it, how the adlegalistic
view
of . graduation
visors will be trained and paid and the . requirements," said one professor,
amount of advisors per col1 ege.
"although that da·y may . already be
staff writer

-Peanut Power
Jµst like a chip -o ff th~ old blQck, Jimmy .C arter}r. came !o Oviedo's •
Townhpuse Restaunr~1t to _help David Bests campaign for a
congressional seat.
.

..

Burns, Reese hold
own 'Great Debate'
by Deane J_ordan
staff writer

With lines _clearly drawn and
·positions pre-rehearsed, liberal 9ene
Burns and conservative Charl es Reese
met Wednesday noon on FTU's campus for a two-hour discussion and
debate.
The striking -contrasts between their
different points of view was accented
by their dual presence on. the same
podium. Burns, who is a radi-0 talk
show host was eloquent and comma11ded an Orson Wells-like presence while
Reese, a columnist for the Sentinel
' Star, was tousle haired , quick and
fighting trim. Their views and . approac~ es felJ along the predictable
positions of left verses right and w ere
well -presented .
THE CONGENIAL debate began
with the issu.e of easino gambling
which quickly established itself as the
major -topic of the confrontation-. Bur~
ns stated that -he was for casino gam. bling and although he didn't persona llv go to · casinos he was for thf'
prop~~al for on{' reason.: pNsonal lilwr-

-

'

_ty. He said he believed whether or not
to gamble · is a ·personal decision and
not one which the state should make
for us.
"There are certain things," said
Burns, "we want control of a nd there
ar things in whjch we want th e state to
'have no say. One of those is whether
we gamble. Gambling is gambling is
gambling . It ·is a priyate matter in
whf ch individual~ ought to havC' the
sav about wheth er thev gamble or not.
Burns went on to s~v thal th e issues
that a re raised bv opp~mcnts of cas ino
gambling are · as phony as Richard
Nixon's honestv.
"The face~( the mntth is that we rC'
hypocr.itrs in this :>tntC' because WC'
allow par:amutual wagC'ring and makC'
no attempt to cliff<'rC'ntiatC' l)('tweC'n the
kinds of people' who gambl(1 in casinos
and th<' 0;1111on Runvon charactNs
whc; place' two dol lctr·s· on some' nag's
·nos<' at th<' hors<' race's or dog tracks or
wil bet on som<' skilled pNson at
JnipAlai. No attempt t<) dilkrcntiat{'
Debate, page 11

Oh no Charlie-. not again. When WKIS radio commentator Gene Bu_rns and Sentinel
Star newspaper colum.nist Charlie Reese get together. as they· did Wednesday on the
Village Center Green. sparks are sure to fl~._

'Joda·y'SFut UrC

. Norman the ·UTho?.
Norman th<) Nin<'-Randed Armadillo.
that's who. ' In honor of National Armadillo Wel'k. (a Future staff i111'e11tio11)
«·a rtoon isl /)a re 1\1 i tchel I has prod uc<'d
.an 111111s1wl repre.•wntatii-e of those small
IJll rro1ri11g, 1110 m nwls. S<'<' fJage ()

Artists eyes
On(' might expect a biology professor to
haH' a hobh11 like insfft ~- collecting c)r
prr'ssi1_1g. floll:f''rs, hut on FTI... prof h'.IS
fak<'n off in (J different dirfftio11_ and i.~ ·
f/llife ·'il;;.('('SSf11/ (~f if. S('(' pag<' f 2.

Ooh. -nothing can stop -those Lady'
[<nights icho are building up a big hNr.d
of steam enro11tc' tp thP national ,-our·,;ament held at FTU i.n DecembPr. See
hoic they crush~d thPir latpst opponents-,
page JR.

FTIJ l\Tewsfronts.

_
N o school Friday
There will be no classes next Friday since it is a work holiday in honor of United
States military veterans.
·
, -~
The ITU library, however, will remain open on Veteran's Day and throughout the
weekend. The Future newspaper will be distributed on Monday, Nov. 14 rather
· *-ll'an Friday. ·
The library will be open from 7:45 a .m. to 7 p.m. on Wednesday, Nov. 22 but will
close for tile Thanl<sgiving holidays Thursday through Saturday'. Nov. 23-25. On
Sunday, Nov. 26, the library will resume its regular operating hours.

FTU·prof, botanist
enters Science society

Future
--_---- November 3, 1978
In .addition to being a professor of botany at FTU, Miller volunteers as executive
sec~etary for the Florida Academy of Scie.nc_es, headql!artered in Qrlando"s John

Young Museum and Planetarium.
·
He has been a member of the FTU biological sciences faculty sine~ 197 l.
.

;

Inflation and prostitution
trouble Central Floridians·
Inflation seems to be Central Florida's foremost economic problem but the
rising gasoline prices are also causing alarm. Arid morally speaking, prost-itution is
ranked above marijuana and gambling as a serious vice.
·
FTU economics professor Dr. Kenneth White uncovered those and other concerns while putting together the 1978 Central -Florida Opinionaire, a summary. of attitudes and preceptions from hundreds of randomly-selected area residents who
responded to a mail survey.
"Among some of the survey's more unusual discoveries was that most people felt
their local governments were irresponsive," White said.
The survey was designed and evaluated by White with FTU colleagues Dr.
Charles Unkovic, chairman of the department of sociology, Dr. James Zander,
a~sistant professor of economics and Dr. Haven Sweet, assistant prnfessor of
biological sciences. Several graduate assistants were al~o involved.
The survey i-s intended to assist community leaders, politicians, business people
_ and:.t he ~edia is.gauging pub.lie opinion _on political and social issues. ~ -

Dr. Harvey A. Miller, FTU bota.nist, has joined the company of Charles Darwin
and Thomas Huxley with his induction into the .prestigious, -~ ~O~ye~r-oid Unnean
Society during ceremonies in' London .
Miller, who thus became one of five Floridians entitled to include "Fellow of the
Linnean Society" or F.L.S. in their titles, was elected in recognition of his contributions to the study of tropical mosses and liverworts.
During his stay in Britian, Miller was one of 21 scientists selected worldwide to
make presentations at an international symposiun:i in Bangor, Wales. He also
worked several weeks in the largest moss herbarium in the world at the British .
museum of Natural Histor¥, where he completed studies of a rare southeast Asian
Dr. Alton L. Powell, recently retired as commanding officer of the Orlando
moss.
Naval Regional Medical Center; has joined the staff of the student health service at
FTU .
A 1954 graduate of the Medical .College of Virginfa, Powell was commissioned
STUDY SMART
in the Navy Medical Corps and then served on active duty 20 years, retiring last ·
July.

Re.t ired Navy doctor joins health staff

~PERAlWE EDUCATION
ADM. 124

e

275·2314

ALOMA COIN lAUNDrN

-WASH: DRY &FOLD SERVICE
.·AYAUllLE FOR S.30/LB•.

BRING HANGERS AND WE WILL
HANG YOUR CLOTHES FOR YOU.
MON.- FRI. SAM- 9:30PM
SAT.- SUN. 9AM- 9:30PIJ
~·THE COUER Of ALOMA & ro1m11
.lllSf lllllUIES FROM Fii

Of course. all employees at the National Security
Agency have certain things in common: they are
civilian employees of the Department of Defense:
they are engaged in technical projects vital to our
nation's communications security or a foreign
intelligence production mission: and they ~l enjoy
the benefits that accompany F-ederal employment.
However, the differences between our career
opp<>rttini ties are just as interesting as their
similarities. For e?Cample_. .
·
TO THE ELECTRONIC ENGINEER (BS/MS): An NSA
career means delving into unique projects which can
span every phase of the R&D cycle. An engineer may
design, develop. test and manage contracts on
communications. r~cording, and information storage
devices and systems whose capacities and speeds
are still considered futuristic·in most quarters.

TO THE COMP\]TER SCIENTIST (BS/MS): It means
applying his or her knowledge in a wide range of
sub-disciplines such as systems design, systems programming, operating systems, computer applications
analysis, and rebieval systeu;is .
TO THE MATHEMATICIAN (MS): A career means .
defining. formulating. and solving complex comm.uni. cations-related problems. Statistical mathematic·s.
matrix algebra and combinatorial analysis are just a
few of the tools apphed by the NSA mathematician.
Interested in learning more about the difference in .
an N$A career? Schedule an interview with us through
your Student Placement Office today. If we do not
recruit on your campus, send a resume to the address
given below.
Q.S. citizenship is required.

•

Education1I Center
Call Dap Evenln11 • Weekends

IN TAMPA
'-813-9U..0003
10921 N. S&th St.

Temple Terrace, Fl.
33617
For lnfo1matlonAbC1ut Other Centers
In Major US Cities & Abroad
Outside NY State
CAU TD.LL FREE: IOD-223·1712

· NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
.Attn:· M321
Fort ·George G. Meade, Maryland 20755
An Equal ·o pportunity Employer m/f.
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FTU student
becomes third to
gain state position
by Deanna Gugel
staff wrHer

Jeff Roche, executive advisor to the student body president, has been appointed
the student representative on the State University System's collective bargaining
committee between the Board of Regents and the United Faculty of Florida.
,, This is the third state position occupied by FTU students. Bob White, former
FTU Student Body President, is the executive director of the Florida Student
'ssoc iation and Student Body President Mark Omara is thE. Assistnat Legislative
.D irecotr to-the Florida Student Association.
Having three students in state positions establishes FTU in more of a leadership
·
·
role, according to H.oche.
.Collective bargaining is new to the state, and Roche says he is not sure what- _ ,.
.the. eommittee will mean for university ·stu'd"ents. "It has far-reaching implications
to the caliber of professors the students get," he said.
"It has potential for the student representative to have a positive influence on the
proceedings because he has no vested i,n terests/' R.oche said. - ':Me~s- ·10oking te· get
the best for ·everyone."
Roche says he wi11 meet with the,J;3{~R ·arrd,_UFF negotiat\ng ~taffs for the state
collective bargaining agency. He wfl'l 'be ' wo'rkin'g with students from two other
state universities. He was appointed the position by the state council of Student
Body Presidents.
The position requires Roche to go to Tallahassee frequently. He said these
responsibilities should not affect his Student Government duties.
. "'I'll have to do some shifting," he said. "It's going to be a matter of changing
priorities. I'll have to cut out some of my extra projects.
"It brings in an area that I° hope to become more involved in--factJlty problem·s ,"
Roche said. "If w.e help them with their problems, they may be able to help us with
ours."

'J

~o-ga!
When these guys. go Greek, they go ~II the way. Reminisicent of the
Deltas in National Lampoon's "Animal House," the members of the
Kappa Epsilon II football team sh'qw their enthusiasm for ~reek ideals
by dressing in togas before an intramural game. Actually 1£ they wanted to be more realistic, they would have·to go a little f~rther. The ancient Greeks dressed in the nude when competing in athletic eyents..
Keep trying guys .

•••••
Trey Baker, College of Business Administration, and Curtis Lee, College of
Health Related Professions, won the Student Senate runoff elections held this week.
Only 54 students cast ballots in the runoff.
Three students took seats by default. Doug Keys, College of Engineering; Victor
Collazo, Seat 5 College of Education; and Carl Dvorak, Seat 3 Department of
General Studies, won their ·elections because no one filed candidacy to run against
them in the runoff. Seat 6 in the College of Education is open.
Roger Cobia, who is serving as Elections Supervisor, said commissioners Brigitta Nilsson, Dan Easter, Dan Midden, and Jeff Lehman worked hard counting
ballots for both elections.

Jim Soukup was elected prote·m of the Senate at their Oct. 26 me_eting, defeating
incumbent Ron Jakubisin. Soukup was just re-elected to the sen.ate, after having to
resign this summer. Jakubisin has been elected .senator of the year for the past two
years.
As protem, Soukup will be responsible for attending all committee meetings as a.
non-voting rriember. He also will'fill in for · Student Government Vice President
Armando Payas if he cannot be present at a meeting and would become student
body president if something were to happen to the president and vice president.-..

Radio contests

Stations grab attention with promotions
by Linnea Erickson
staff writer

in relation. to Arbitron and they. 'don't
try to "lure people to listen du_ring that
one month." Thr:' try to reach their
listeners all the time with fewer commercials and by improving the
"musical integrity of the station."
Most of the radio stations interviewed have an 18 to 35 target age

· If you have been anywhere near a
radio in tl1e past few weeks, you've
probably been bombarded with, contests giv~ng away everything from
'albums to keys worth $10,000.
Yl 06's "rrize p1trol" van scans the
streets on weekends looking for their
window stickers on cars to shower the
occupants with gifts.
WDIZ is having their "Z-Key"
promotion again. Armed with clues
given by th.e station, any one can try to
find one of 10 keys, one of which opens
a safety b.ox ~ith $ l Q,OQO il)~ide.
WORJ RECENTLY changed ownership. With their new name of ZETA. ··
they have blasted off with a full page
color ad· in the ·se,ntinel Star. ·Lucky
liste-ners win albums & concert tickets
from them fr~quently.
Don't assume it's only the . FM
sta,tions that are in on the pro!Ilotion.
action. WLOF, where "AM mean.s All
Music'' gives away cash and prizes to
. their listeners.
-.-·
A lot of this promoting is being ~011e
' bC'causC' of a private' r<':-;earch c,<{pip·~ ov ...... ,._,
· called Arbitrof-\., eurrrntly rntMg:.·r.;rNi .: ., ..:.·
radio stations.
~--: .:; ~;.. ~~ :.~· : ' .
OFTEN, SEVERAL stal'.io):ls·· "·. ger.'."'· "'.
together and hire a ratings· ~e?~P~fl,)1·:--~ ~~'.
to determine demographicallY,'..'h>9~ "'''. .
often certain people listen .to ~thefr ,_::.,
stations. During the rating, several of
the stations make tremendous efforts.to
' get pPople to listen to their radio
' station.
- Randy Molnar, program di~ecto\ f.o.r ,
ZF.TA 7 said they 'are doing very little
',. ... .... _. . •.---· .. .. .. .- . ... ... ., . - .. ... - . . ... .. . ----- .-··:.:.- .:..:.. ~ ,
"-

....

.

group.
Randy Scott on WDIZ said, "Our
main appeal to college groups is that
we play the kind of music they flke."
"107 has alternative news formats of
an intellectua l nature and we hope that
appeals to the college audience," said
Molnar. "We hope our, progr_?mming

'

r. · ·

.s pleasant and informative to thaJ:_
audience."
WHEN ASKED about the college
audien·ce, T.C. Dooley of Yl06 said,
"Of course they're different, just like
anyone else with something in common; but we try to give what's likable
a lot of people 'with music that is contemporary and fresh." They also help
the college community with concert
information encouraging use of their
Y-line. He said Y 106 wants people to
"think concert, think music, think
Yl06."
Many of' the radio s~ations want to
· be · involved W1th promoting ·concerts.
because it helps' them to get in the
public eye. ZETA 7 has a concert line
, which lists Nme~ · dates .. and· places
where conerts are featured.
Usually the stations work with in-.
<lependent promoters to set up concerts with various bands. Sometimes the
station itself will get together with
esta,blishments such as the Gr.eat
Southern Music Hall or the Boh Carr
Auditorium and put. . on a concert
without the independent promoter. Ii:i
this instance the radio station acts as
the promoter·.
SOME CONCERT promotions are
awarded to a radio station that the
!!rpup and its promoter feel has .tht
most listeners. Then radio station and
the hall will co-promote the' concert
together.
WLOF ~~so feels . the college community is of special importance and
.they are making an effort to ·reach
· them.
·
I

L

I
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Bulletin Board
Handicap group.
to meet Tuesday

United Way
reaches goal ·
With two days left to go in the 1978
United Way Campaign, FTU has exceeded its contribution goal of $10,000
for the main campus by almost 12 per~ent. Faculty, staff and other members
of- the main campus have pledged
$11,865 to date, whiJe the off-campus
cen~ers have pledged an addjtional
$871, reports Dr. Troy' Jones, Campus
Coordinator for the 1978 drive. This
tremendous response represents an increase of 60 percent in total amount .
pledged over last year's drive, and an
increase of 79 percent in total number
of persons g iving.

Handicap Awareness will meet Nov.
7, from noon to 1:00 p .m. in the
Knight Room in the Cafeteria (buy or
bring your lunch and join us). All interested studen'ts, faculty and staff are
invited to attend . We ne·ed your
assistance to eliminate architectural
and a-t,titudinal· barriers faced by
'students who- c.uf handicapped. For information phone · 275-237 l, Special
Serviees.

.4

achieve thC:'ir ultimate goal: publish!
Tlie organization needs serious and ac- tiv~e writC:'rs to get going . Thr group
will be st>t up with the intention of
bridging th e gap betwPen the students
and the businPss world, to allow the
writers to exchange new ideas, to
criticize constructively, and also, to
socialize.

McPARTLAND - KOELLNER

Mrs . Laura McPartland announces
of her daughter,
Laurette M~·Par~l p nd, age 23 , 'to Mr.
Victor Koellner ~ Jr., age 23 , son of
Mrs . Roseann Nichol and th e late Mr.
Victor Koellner. Ms. McPartl a nd is a
.Dec.- I 977 graduate of FTU and is
currently working for McDonellA group of students on ca mpus are . Dougl as· in Titusville. M r. Koellner is
a ttending Breva rd Community College
trying to set up a creative writing
oq2;ani za tion for activr w riters to · and is wo rking for Breva rd County ..

thP Pngagement

Writers to gather
tor discussion

Laurette McPartland
Th e w edding is set tor No v. 25 at th e
Div ine Mer cy Catholic Chur ch in
Meritt Island. Af ter a honey moon tri p
to th e Caym an Isl a nds, the co upl e will
li ve in Meritt Island.

TED HAYES
AUTO SERVICE
1

:;. ~Drlttjll Wl~of , ..
/
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D
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PORK FRIED
RICE
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2 EGC ROLLS

7320 Aloma Ave.
Goldenrod, Fla .

Complete Auto Repair
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1471 Lee Rd., W.P.

'678-1110

{Near 17-92) 645·1122
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"The little shop that's
big on quality"

The Casual Affair
Women's Sportswear
in Goldenrod

GOLDENROD
AUTO BODY

10% DISCOUNT.
TO FTU STUDENTS,
FACULTY & STAFF

15AatAloma
AREA

DAVIDE:SMIT~~
I

7448 Aloma A\Je.

OWNER

. 678-2527 • -

G.·

678-8734

M-S9-5:30
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the·- marketplace

for sale
Plymouth '72 Satellite Sebring, 2 dr., air, power,
new tires •. 1 owner. $1295. 365-5017 or 3655091.

1976 Honda 360cc great shape. $600. Call 6713205.

Let us show you how to achieve & maintain a
flawless complexion to apply makeup which compliments your individual features & style. We're
Lady Finell and all counseltations are free. Call
273-7695. LADY FINEL~E PRODUCTS.

COUNTRY EST ATE NEAR nu ! 2600 sq. ft. custom
built home on 5 beautiful acres surrounding a
natural fishing pond. One acre is nicely wooded.
Horses permitted. $89,900. Call Borgon Realty
Corp., REAL TORS,., , at 894-7001.

for rent .

Australian Terriers, 11 the grand little dog." $100·
$125, AKC. Call 277-6203.

3 bdrm. furn. )louse for lease long term to studenDIAMOND Engagement & wedding rings: Up to
ts, 1% mi. to nu. Call 273-2212 anytime.
50% discount to students, faculty, & staff. Ex: ':4 ·
ct. $150, 1/2 ct. $350, 1 ct. $995, by buying direct
Large house-3 bdrm., 2 bath & den for lease. Cenfrom leading diamond cutter. For color catalog
tral AIH, drapes & carpet, fenced. 4 yrs. old, like
sent $1 to SMA Diamond Importers, Inc., Box 42, new. 2 miles from FTU available around Nov. 10
Fanwood, NJ 07023 (indicate name of school) or $350 per mo. Contact P.O. Box 365. Oviedo,
call (212) 682-3390 for locatiou of showroom 32765.
nearest you.

personal

One pair black oxford (tie) shoes, size 9D, worn
approx. 30 days. Price: $20.00. Call 678~9293 after 6 p.m.

EXPERT TYPING-18 yrs exp., term papers, reports, thesis, resumes, etc. Correction of spelling,
grammar, punc. & editing included. ReasonableCall Bea, 678-1386.

350 4 cyl. Honda, luggage compartment, & many
extras; low miles, excellent cond. 50 mifgal.
$725. 898-5368.

Professional typing done for any type of work
(term papers, thesis, etc.). Spelling & punctuation
corrected, paper provided. Call Mary at 628-2412
between 9 & 5.

Brown plaid couch & matching chair. $100fbest
offer. Dinette set SSO!best offer. 277·0615.

TYPIST: 4 yrs. exp. with nu's procedures.
Knowledgable in all kinds of work. IBM Correcting
Selectric-only 1st class work. Paper supplied.
Susie Weiss. "7-4451after2.

'73 · Pontiac LeMans· 350-V8, auto, PS, PB,
AMIFMl8-track, brown wt white int. & sharp.
$1550. 851-3513 after 5 & weekends.

TYPING - IBM. Paper supplied. 28651671-4081.
Marti.
Beginning rock guitar lessons. 273-4106.

'73 MGB, new engine & clutch. Take best offer.
Call Dave Accetta 894-6789.

Professional typing. 14 yrs. exp. Spelling, Punc.
corrected. Paper provided. 70c a page. Call Ginney. 8-2 & 7-10 p.m. 273-8407.

Be on the rqad to better health. Buy Shaklee
Vitamins.made from natural products. Call
Merilyn 898-8137.

Will babysit in my home M·F mornings 7 a.m.·1:30
p.m. Located off FTU Blvd. Call 678-4220.

'78 Kawasaki KZ 650c; 2800 mi; like new, alloy
wheels, shoei bags, windshield fairing, luggage
rack, back rest; must sell. Interested? 90417282041 after 6 p.m. will ride to school.

I

TO BE A RENTER OR AN OWNER
that is the question. For the answer
Call iohn L Merchant, REALTOR• - Associate,
EXECU-SYSTEMS of Central Florida, Inc.
REALTORS• 671-3027 Eves. 678-9621.

help wanted
CAMPUS REPS WANTED: $75/week plus tuition
aid for leaders. International marketing company
seeking students part-time while in school to
develop business near campus areas. Call 841·
7690.

- Pen Pal wanted: I'm a lonely guy who needs
someonP. to correspond with. Please write to: Billy
Wilson, Age 30: #00021-193, C-Unit, P.O. Box W, • MARKETING TRAINEES: From $60 to $300/week
Lompac, CA 93438.
depending upon hours. No experience required.
Top benefits. Call screening operator for inter·
view 841-7690.
IMPROVE YOUR GRADES! Send $1.00 for your
256-page, mail order catalog of Collegiate
Research, 10,250 topics listed. Prompt Delivery. Addressers Wanted lmmediatley! Work at home-Box 25907-B, Los Angeles, CA 90025. (213) 471- no experience necessary--excellent pay. Write .
American Service, 8350 Park Lane, Suite 127,
8226.
Dallas, TX 75231 .
Vinney: Ple(\se! Give me a cha~ce! You have it !Jll
wrong--Rudolph was just here to fi x my ice
machine. We were my bedroom hunting for a real
good screw driver! Viola.

•
services

Amplifier Ampeg ·a-25 wfmatching 2-15 cabinet,
like-new condition. $495 or best offer. Call Tom
671·4909.

Honda 360, 1974, 7700 mi. 3 -helmets, luggage
rack, sissybar, exc. cond. $475. Call 277-4916,
Dave.

. .~'-~.~~~~:
.: .
i.. ~li't

!~

•Guitar lessons• --Chuck Rogers. 644-8200.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING. Term papers, reports,
thesis, dissertations. Editing service available.
IBM Correcting Selectric typewriter. Call Mary
Ann 671-6274.
MOTHERS! Need a babysitter? Call Elaine. 2754241; reliable, reasonable rates.
I tutor children in Math, reading, and spelling
skills (grades 2-5). At your convenience &
location, at reasonable rates; call Elaine 2754241 after 7 p.m.
.
SEWING • Personally created and fitted fashions
wfyour patterns. Call Denise al 869-4350 or 6713592. Very Reasonable.
ABORTION -SERVICES, birth control information,
pregnancy tests and counseling, VD screening,
low-cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando·
898-0921
FREE PREGNANCY TESTS: Abortion services; IOw
cost birth control. Privacy, confidentiality
guaranteed. Birth Control Center, Inc., 725 N.
Magnolia Ave. Available ·by phone 24 hrs. a day:
422-0606; or toll free 1 (800) 432-8517.

Part-time secretary wanted: flexible hours-adj ust
to your schedule-2 days (approximately 10 hours)
per week. Typing, filing, general office skills
necessary. Experience helpful. Insurance officedowntown location. Call Bettye at 422-9891 for
interview appointment.
THREE$10 SALES
CANEARN YOU$108
We pay our part-time sales women and men $36
for each $10 sale they make. ·
INTERESTED?
To learn more about our product and our 49 yearold company, contact:
DAVID GIAMM ETTA
862-8100

other
Walk where the Indians wa·lked. Backpacking in
the snow on the Applachian Trail. Dec. 18-22 &
27·31 for beginners. North Carolina 904-3758160 collect for info.
Professors or students, this is your chance to
start a business of your own. You can begin at
home with 8-10 hours a week. Earning potential
according to your energetic enthusiasm. For more
information call Mark or Ingrid Hurlbutt, BSIRTH,
277-1552.

Deadlines
Classified ads must be submitted in person no
later tlian Monday, 4 p.m. On-campus rates are
per line: 40c· for one issue; 35C" for two issues;
30c· for three issues; and 25c· for four or more
issues. Payment is due at the time of placement.
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Satire
'

:.:.·

..,
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· Sometimes you can hear them chanting off in the distance.
·A few unwary students hav e caught glimpses of them around
·..." · · . . the water tower. Others have reported finding their tracks in
.&:< · the sandy parking lo_t~. They never come out in the <lay--only
. at night-but seen or not they exist: they're everywhere. I
• :-···,. · .. kri.~>w . I'm one of them. I joined .the fellowship last year.
. · ~ · . a · It was one of the proudest moments of my life when they
,,. ·. .. . asked me to join their fraternity. Of course I said yes. Who
· . ~-\ .·· : wouldn't want to join the Seven Dwarf fraternity, the lowest
:;,
group of guys on campus.
I KNEW it wouldn't be easy as·a non-brother to learn how
to think small but I gave it my best. Pledging for such an elite
frat was very difficult and my 'grade.s took second place:
During .the first week of pledging I was forced to ·l earn the
brother's first names: Doc (the dwarf-master), Sleepy, Bashful, Happy, Grumpy, Dopey and Sn>ezy. It took me three
more weeks to learn their last name, Dwarf. People may
make fun of the Seven Dwarfs but I was proud of my smallminded fraternity. They were a gr.eat bunch of shrimps.
Frat~rnity,

. f1NN')· BEf1UTY )fll.ON
& WIG )HOP .
HAIRCUTS $3
(ANY STYLE)

EARN OVER 650 AMONTH
RIGHT THROUGH YOUR
SENIORYEAR.
5

:);~

f.)

MO~ & TUES 0 .NL Y

.,..:-.

951 N. t;EMOMN Bl \JD.'

ZtME: PLAZA HWY. 50 & 436

.

ORLANDO. F'-LORIDA 3Q807

Q73-9350

t

•

-

If you're a junior or . a senior majori~g in math, physics. or
engineering·, the N~vy has a program you should know about.
It's called.the Nuclear Propulsion Offi~er CandidateCollegiate P;rogram (NUPOQ-C for sho~t) and if you qualify,
you can earn as much as $650.a month right through your
~eilior year. Then after 16 weeks of O~ficer Candidate School,
you'll receive an additional year 9f advanced technical
education. This would cost you thousands in a civilian school,
but in the .Navy, we pay you. And.at the end of the year of
training, you'll receive ·a $3,000 cash bonus.
It isn't easy. There a.re fewer than 40Q openings and only .
one of every six applicants will be selected. But if you make
it, you'll have qualified for an elite engineering training .
program. With unequaled hand~-on respoD:sibility, a $24,000
salary in four years, and gilt-edged qualifications for jobs
in private industry ~huµld you decide to leave the Navy··
· later. (But we don't think you'll want to.)·
Ask yo~r placement officer to-set _up an interview with a ·
Navy representative when' he visits the campus on Oct. 16-18;
or.contact your ~avy repres~ntative· at 904-396-3822 (collect).
If you prefer, send your resume to the Navy Nuclear Officer
Program, Code 312-B537, 4015, Wilson Blvd., Arlfngton,
. Va. 22203, and a Navy representative will contact you directly.
The NUPOC-Collegiate Program. It can do more than help
. youfinishco~lege: it can lead to an exciting career opportunity;

.. .

SUZUKI
DOWN

GS400X 81095. 3132.82
GS 750E 82399. 8267.98
CASSELBERRY
998 E. SEMORAN
834-1432

THE

*COLONIES*
·'

AFFORDABLE
PRICED FROM

$17 ,900 TO $29,900
c;1rr~ · as low as

$164 MONTH.L Y
from

$895 FULL DOWN
F riclg<'.-Dish w;1 shcr . Sto\'C'.

Disposal, Carpet , Pool ,
C l11b i1ot1s('. Tennis Ccimts.

NO CLOSING COSTS

---:---BONUSNo MAINTENANCE
TIL 1980 ON CONTRACTS
SIGNED THIS MONTH
FUH ISi !ED lODEI .S OPI·~
D.'\I'i.Y -9:3 0 AM
3082 C.Ol DE HOD HD.
BET\\!·]·: COLO J ..\L & J-'TL I

678-7200.

.

.

~
.
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· NAVY OFFICER.
·1T'S NOTJUST AJOB, IT'S AN ADVENTURE.
; ':

; ; :
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i
j
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ha11

Si11ger Guitarist
In Concert.
MONDAY 1 ~:gga:
I

NOVEMBER 13fh
ON THE

Recreation Tournament
NOV. 6·10.and l3.·]7.
In the ·vc GAMEROOM
'

.

Billiards-, Chess, Frisbee_,'
Singles·& _,oubles: Foosball Table Tennis ·

vc GREEN
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We've proclaimed this National Armadillo Week in honor of all those
poor creatures that gave their lives on
FTU Boulevard. Cartoonist Dave Mitchell illustrates the life of Norman the
nine-banded armadillo .
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=-- ACROSS FROM F.T.U. ·
Alafoya ,., Trail
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SUN-TlfUR lla .m.-la .m.
FRI-SAT lla.m . -2a .m:
275-3052
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SURFBOARD

DING. REPAIR
FAST SERVICE$4 MINIMUM

ocean pacific su~wear ~ ·
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894-1323
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Vote 'Yes' on Revision 8
-·

-

.

. - -

~

Students should be especially concerned about Revision 8 of the Florida
Constitution. It will share · the ballot
Nov. ·7 with eight other items which
· could change gove_mment in Florida
for the next twenty years.
Revision 8 will improve education in
the state and should be endorsed.
According to the revision; the Board
of Regents will have constitutional
authority to run the state university
system with an appointed. board of
education having a coordinating· role
over the BOR.
- As it stands now, cabinet officers
serve on the Board of Education and
the Education Commissioner is elected. Opponents of the revision fear that
the power of the voters Qver the
educational system will be lost with an
appointed board and commissioner of
education. They feel appointed officials won't be responsive to the needs
of the state.
Where is all this voter concern about
education when it comes to funding?
The fact of the matter is people don't
want more taxes so they don't want to

.

.

,.

support education. Higher education
in Florida will probably ha·ve a better
chance under a new system. Look at
what the old system gave us: one of the
lowest per capita spending figures for
education in the nation.
The people of the state only care
abo.ut education when there is a conflict in the local sch0ol board and even
. then only a ~inority of the citizens
vocalize their complaints. In the matter of higher education the apathy is
even greater, with mostly students and
faculty getting truly mvolved or concerned with the issues affecting it.
Student groups and · community
college· presidents oppose Revision 8
because the stud~nts fear 'they might
lose the seat of the student regent on
the BOR an·a' the community college.
president
fear
that
with
an
autonomous board their interests wilJ.
be i'gnoi-ed in favor of those of l!pper
level institutions.
The immediate affects of the
Revision 8 are, of course, imposs'ible to
predict with any certainty and the
fears of the students seems unfounded·
because the revision provides for a

.

.

BOR to serve two years whose
qualifications shall be provided by
law. This provision leaves room for a
student regent despite the pessimistic
predicitons student groups.
An appointe~ ., boar~ . and com-

missioner whose sole duties are to
oversee the education system in the state
will be more able to provide a better,
mroe cohesive program to raise the
·level . of education. Vot~ "Yes" on
Revisi.on 8.

Letters·

Concern ove·r BSU is with 'legitimacy' of leaders
I

;

organizations and I have long held the
Over the past few weeks there have
stated goals and purposed of the BSU
been various articles in this newspaper
in the highest regard.
concerning Student Government-Black
My concern is with the legitimacy of .
Student Union relations. These issues
the means by which certain leaders of
have been accompanied-by much conthe BSU have perpetuated their
fusion and misunderstanding. I would
like to take this opportunity t0 express
authority in apparent con.trovention
(or at least circumvention) of the very
both my view's a.nd .the basis for m y acconstitution
on
/ which
their
ti~~s t~ · the stud~rils--especially. the
organiz~tion was founded. The BSU
black and minority students--a t FTU.
executive elections were to be held, as
My concern witn the BSU is not, as
mandated by their own statutes: in the
has .- been
.alleg~d.
with
that
organization's ·existence or purpose. I
springs of this year. Those elections
both recognize and respect the - _were postponed by BSU President John
Stover at that time, ostensibly because
autonomy
and
right . to
selfof a one-week freeze of BSU funds
determination held by all student

Program - for all
Editor:
I would like to take this opportunity to respond
to the student body minority programming at FTU. Student Body President Mark Omara
suggests the formation of a minority student
association "Because many minority students feel
left out from student activities by V il_lage Center
programming.
The Village Center Activities Board programs
m tne mterests ot all' students; to tacilitate
minority programming, . we established a
Minority Affairs committee this past summer.
This committee, however, is inactive a·t this time
due to lack of interest. We realize we have a
responsibility to the program to meet everyone's
needs, but at the same time if no one specifically
interested in minority programming is here to
help us, we have to do the prgramming on our
own.
Larry Haber
President YCAB

Join together;
support Ne. 2
Editor:
Florida's Constitution guarantees that you will
not be discriminated against because of your
race, your. r~ligion or physical handic~p. Also, ~ ..
m.ost. Flondians agree that our Flonda Const1tuti?~ should protect men and woi:ien ~qually.
Rev1s10~ 2 on th~ No~. 7 bal.lot will give us an
o~po~tunity to build fairness mto our ?w~ const1tution. It completes a fundamental pnnciple of
our d~m.o~racy.
.
Lets JOm together on Nov . 7 to msure equal
protection of every Floridi~n with this simple
st~~ement; .
.
.
No person shall. ~e depnved of a.n y nght
because of race, relig1.on, sex, or physical handicap."
Diane M. Blakeslee
Pres., FTU National Organization for Women

Editor-in-chief

Anthony 8. Toth

Florida
Technological
U~iversity

during which an audit of their funds
was conducted. The logic of the
relationship 'between that seven-day
freeze and the-caneellation of elections
was ·questionable six months ago.
Tod,ay, Mr. ·Stover's determination to
cling to that incident as the basis for
his continua ti'on in office without the
benefit of a ne~ election is ludic.rous.
To the extent that I have interceded
in this situation, I have done so in a
sincere and conscientious attempt to ·
discharge my duties and responsibilities as the President of the Student
Body. If I, as Student Body President,
attempted to undermine the con-

Business Manager

Richard Paiva
Managing Editor

Joe Kl~shelmer

stitution by which· I hold office and
serve another term upon the cancel la ti on of next spring's elections, I
would exp~ct no less ·of an initiative by
the president of the university. His
.concern would be for the rights of both
th e students a t whose pl easure I serve
and for those students .who wished to
exercise their right to contest for the offi ce I would unjustly hold. My concern
is, and always has been, that the denial
of these rights to the membership of the
BSU be legitimized no longer.
Mark M. Omara
Student Bod_y P_resident

Letter
Poliey
'L~tters tp t~e e.ditor must· be delivered to the Future by 3
p.m . . on the Mon4ay prior to publication to be considered
for t~at issue. l~etters·'must bear the writer's signature and
phone number. Names .will be· withheld upon request. The
Future res~ves the right to edit letters.
Mailing addre~: P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816.
Editorial office phone: 275-2601. Business office phone:
275-2865 . .
This public document w.as promulgated at an annual cost.of
$5.8 .428 or 5.4"' c~~ts per copy to inform the university
community. A.-jimal advertising revenue of $26,000
defrayed 44.5 p~cent of the annual cost. The Future is funded through the Activity and Service fee as allocated bv the
Student_~ov~rnmen~ of.Florida Technological University.

Editorial Staff
A1111 Barl'I/, A.~.~~ciatc• Editor: Bria11 l.aPt'tr'r. F.11tr'rtai111llt'llf Editor, God1ci11 Kc•l/y. Sports F.ditor: Rirnrdo
Bc'l'l11ttc!1'.::.. Ke11 Bn'tl'r'r. lrri11g Clark. Barbara Cou·c'Ll.
Do11 Cil/i/a11d. D<'lllllla C11g1'/. Dr•mw Jonla11. Dare Mit1cht'Ll. Barbara Smith. St1'1'1' Williams.

Business Staff
Darla Scoles. Adn'rtisi 11 g Managt' r: Timothit Bird.
Miriam D"A11rora. jacq1wlyn Frf'df'rick. Willia",n Gan11011. Df'bra Schwab . Mark Srmdloff. foan Trabal. .

The FuturP . is published weekly fall, winter and
spring, and biuwekly in the summpr at Florida
Technological Unfrersity by PrP_sidf'nt Trt>t•or
Colbourn. It is writtf'n •and t>dited by studmts of the
unit'ersity with offices in· thP (\rt Complex on Libra
Drit'e.
·
Complaints may bP. . addresst>d to tht> editor-in-chit>/
and appPaled to the- Board of Publications. Dr. Fredric
·
FedlPr. chairman .
Tht> editorial is tht> opinion of the nf'U'-~paper as formulated by the editor-in-chit>/ and the editprial board,
and not necessarily that of thf' FTU administration.
Other c·o mment is the opinion of the writer alone.
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The Future's
Endorsements
·Gqvernor

Bob Graham (D)

~arry Kirkwood·{R)

fred Turner (D) Revision 6

Yes

Proposes a re~ision to provide that circuit and county court. judges submit themselves for retention or
rejection by ·the electors in a gene·ral election every six years and to provide that th.e governor shall fill
vacanics occuring hy rejection or otherwise.

l

Jim Huckeba·{R).

X

. Suzanne Campbell. {D)
Bob Webster (R)

·(Only 8 min.

fro~

FTU)

CENTRAL FLORIDA'S LARGEST ... SIN.CE 1946
.SUPPLIES FOR
• Macrame & Beads
e Art Supplies
e Plaster Crafts & Molds
e Jewelry Making
e Hundreds of Shells
... more&more

Yes

Provides for an apJ?ointed state hoard of education responsible for ,tlie management of public edu.cation
and for a commissioner of education to he appointed hy the governor and confirmed hy the senate and a
board of re~ents to govern.the state university system.

No

Proposition 9

District 43

(Now at Butler Plaza)

Yes

·Provides for t~x exemption for municipally owned property. expands the coverage of tax exem~tion~,
provides tax exemption from government-owned property. permits preferential tax treatment for h1stonc
properties. allows tax hr.eakS for S(>lar energy systems, allows local government to ~ncourage redevelopment of bligh!ed areas. allows homestead exempion to fluctuate with the dollar value of the home.

Revision 8

District 42

rsEA H<>RsE cRAFTs
l

Yes
Yes

· District 41

To_ni Jennings {R) X

•t

.Revision 4

Richard Crotty (R} Revision 7

Fran Carlton {D} X

Batchelor (D)

Yes

Proyides for a five,memher public service commission appointed hy the governor and co~firmed by the .
senate; and to establish a public council to represent the p·eople of the state before the PSC.

District 40.

Di~k

Revision 3

R·evision 5

District 39

Terry Hadley (D} X

·Yes

Proposes to eliminate the presently elected cabinet posts by 1983 and give the governor the responsibility
to invest state .funds, manage bond debts and acquire and dispose of state lands.

District 38

John Mica (R) X

..

No

Proposing a· revision of the Florida Constitution, generaly described as the basic document, embracing the
matter of Arti<;les I (Declaration of Rights) , II ~General Provisions), JU (Legislature), IV (Executive) ,
V(JudiciaryL VI {Suffrage and Elections), VIII (Local Government). X (Miscellaneous), XI (Amendments) and XII (Schedule), except for other. revisions separately submitted.
'

Requires singlc-m~mher legislature districts. and establishes r~apportionmeilt standards and a commission
to prepare a reapportionment plan for legislative and -congressional districts.

Florida House

...>

Revision 1

Revision 2
Jack ~ckerd (R) 'Proposes
a·revision to provide that no person will he deprived of any right because ofsex .

X~

Bob Wattles (D) X.

Constitution Revision

CLASSES NOW

e Macrame Class
e·Plaster Crafts Class

e Landscaping In Oil

X·mas Decoration Class

Toa.JlowcasinogamblingontheGold-Coast.

. Since 1966- ·wE l)KE"TO PLEASE
Go to 94·6 N. MILLS AVE. FOR:

ARTISTS MATERIALS
• Dr~fting Materials
•Tape &'Type - ·
•Air Brushes

· FULL LINE OF ARTIST SUPPLIES ,

(
\ ."._.....,../

898-6271

,!ft"°"~~

j

.

E
J

.~
"titoe.O-"'

LOOK
·OFFERS

WHAT··
YOU!

•DISCOUNT DINNER THEATRE TICKETS
· Once upon a Stage..:8. SO
Theatre On Park-4.00 olus I .SO at the door

•*DISCOUNT MOVIE THEATRE.lilCKETS·
General Cinema- I. 7 S
Eastern Federal-I.Sb
·Plaza Hocking Chair- I. 7 5

Get your tickets today, .i n VC 223 between 9
and 4:0(). Tickets are good at any time for
admission but there are added discounts
during FTU week. ·
·
FTU Week at Busch Gardens - Oct. 28-Nov.· 5
Tickets on sale in V.C. 223. Price $5.25 Free·
, parking ~nd 25 % off dinner at the Old Swiss .
House Restaurant with FTU l.D,

Wometco- I ."7 S
Interstate 6-1. 7 5
Coming Soon:
i\noie Russel Theatre Tickets

•BABY SITTING REFERRAL SERVICE·
•OFF CAMPUS HOUSING
•NEXUS INFORMATION LINE
•CONSUMER UNION
•BOOK EXCHANGE
•CAR POOL INFORMATION ~
•TRAVEL BOARD
*Limit 2 per Theatre per I.D.
ATIENTION:Centralized Services has moved from V.C. ·223
to V .C. 217. Now open on Tues. an<l Wed. from 5-7:00 at the
Kiosk.

0
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Ask Ace

''Rent-a-calculator'' service is here
problems. This should increase your ·
probability of g~tting an A.
Ace
Dear Ace,
I ~m currently taking ENG 301Professional Report Writing (ENC
· 3352) from Dr. Donnelly. My difficulty
is finding the reference books I need at
the library. Even though I have reser~
ved some books I am concerned that I
am going to run out of time. i' have
checked the Orlando Public Library
but their selection of reference manuals
is somewhat limited. Where else can I
go?
.
. H ojo Pete
De.a r.Hojo Pete,
Our library has a reciprocal
agreement with the Rollins College
library (as well as other sta te universities). Show their. librarian positive
proof of current attendence at FTU. I
you
take
along · your
suggest
registration slip for the current quarter. Happy hunting! · ·
Ace
Dear Ace,
I've got an. important job int~rview
next month and I'm getting concerned
about how to handle it. Is there any
~a y I can b_ecome l;>etter prepared to

To All Readers:
See your question in print. Have you
been wondering who to ask about
coping with a person.al problem or a
frustrated GPA? Ask Ace, Future, PO
Box 25000, Orlando, FL 32816. Postcards acceptable.
Dear Ace,
.
I'm writing . you as a. last resort. · I '
doubt if you can help me .with my. difficulty but I though I might as well ·ask.
I'm taking STAT 201 (STA 2014) this
quarter and it's become apparent to me
that to speed my way through the exam
problems I need one of those fancy
calculators. The catch, of course, is that
I can't afford one and since I'm not a
math major, I can't justify the expense.
Do you have any suggestions?
Fingers & Toes
Dear Fingers & 'Toes,
Put your shoes back .on. The FTU
Bookstore haJ just tqe deal you're
looking for. You can rent · a stat
·calculator (as well as other special f~n
ction and plain calcs) for 50¢ a day.
For the first time, rent it an extra day
01: two befor~ the test and be sure to get
an instruction booklet with it.
· Familiarize yourself with it by'
working through some_9l_d homewo rk

~
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make a good impression at this interview?
December Grad
Hello, December Grad,
The answer you seek can be found at
the Placement Center on the first floor
of the A_d ministration Building. Not
on1 y will _a counselor advise you o"n how
to prepare yourself; ·but also, you ma)"
make a video tape of yourself doing a
a mock ·interview. This will enable you
to ev.aluate your strong points.
.You may find information on the
company in the Plac,ement Center's
business library which contains informative brochures about many local
and na tioriai firms. To give you q
preview of the type of questions you
can .expect to hear, obtain ·a copy of
"50 Questions" from the Center's
receptionist.

1

American
Cancer I
Society t
We want to cure cancer
in your lifetime.

Veteran's o·a y
Celebratio·n
• VC MPR Wed. Nov 8
•BAMto3 PM
• Local Veterans Group Representatives
• Refreshments Served
• All Students Welcome!.
• Co-Sponsored by Angel Flight
_and The Veteran's Affairs Office
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2201 E. Colonial Dr.
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1919 S. o ·range Ave.
6320 International Dr.
516 Altamonte Dr.
7135 S. Orange
Blossom Trail
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Debate-~--~-..;.__.....__~---------_...;,_---.-----~rompage1
between the two is successful. Either'
you allow gambling or you don't."
REESE
COUNTERED
Burns'
position by saying that whether or not
·one can now gamble is no't the issue.
· "The .issue," said Reese, "is whether or
not you want to use the constitution of
thesfate of -Florida to act as urbari
renewal on about a 30 mile strip of
land in south Dade and Broward counties and I think that's an improper use
of th.e co~stitu_tion~l process.''..
Heese mentioned that if the

proposition allowed casino gambling
throughout Florida he might have considered it differently. He also said he .
thought the current casino gambling
plan would be expensive in that it
would probably bring about a special
c_~sino
gambling bureaucracy to
govern casino_ gambling in s<;mthern
Florida.
"MIAMI/' SAi~ REES~, "destroyed
their tourist business by being rude and
overcharging, gouging their tourists

and that's their pFOblem. I don't care if . .topics and offered ~heir opinions.
they fall i:r:i.to th~ 09ean."
Both Reese and Burns will be going
to the ·Middle East this .m onth on a
fact-finding-reporting tour l.n conjunThe open-air debate which drew a
ction with WKIS, WFTV and the Sencrowd of between I 00 or 20_0 persons
tinel St~r.:
was ~ell received and touched on
other topical issues such as abortion,
capita-I punisqment, the _probTems in
the Middle East, and the Equal Rights
Amendment. As the debate neared its
end . both Burns and Reese fielded
questions from the audience on various

Reel Cross
~counting
you.

Ton

/

KRIS KRISTOFFERSON
RITA COOLIDGE
AND BILLYSWAN

FRIDAY, NOVEMBE.R 2~·8:00 P. M.

M lHE-AllANTIS THEATRE
MSEAWOR~

Kris and Rita are back by popular demand! With Billy
"I Can Help" Swan. Don'~ miss this special Central Florida
appearance - one mght only at Sea World's fabulous
open-air Atlantis Theatre. Tickets are '$9 per person.
Las~ year's concert was a sellout. So order your
tickets now!

,----------------------,
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Fill in and send with payment to:
Sea Work:I, 7007 Sea World Dr., Ortando, FL 32809.
ATTN: Kris & Rita Tickets. Order must be received by Nov.10.
Please send me
tickets @ $9 ~ach. I am enclosing:
$
(TOTAL) D Check O 'Money Order 0 Master Charge •
o BankAmencard
~
.
Card Number

I Name
l Address
I· ·
I City

l
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Auto Insurance
For College Students

·II

II
I .

We'd like to insure your car. Why?
Because we specialize in providing auto
insurance for young drivers.
Who are we? Criterion Insurance
Company is a dependable, financially
strong company offering you important
benefits like these: convenient payment
plans, country-wide claim service, driver
training discounts and a wide choice of
coverages to protect you and your car.
Like to know more? Call or visit us
today for a free, personal rate quotation
and complete information. There's no
obligation, of course. And we'll be glad
to answer your questions about auto
insurance.
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00

00

Wn!'lhlnirton.

o .c;.
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Zip

Regular Sea Work:I admission not required for Atlantis shows.
FOR ADDITIONAL INFOR.MATION AND GROUP (15 or more) RATES,

CAU (305) 351-3600.
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· Get the jump
on Christmas 'jingle'
with a part-time.position
a_t Disney

••

It's a great time of year to visit Walt Disney World. But it's an
e':'en better time to work there. Because now you can convert
your weekends and holidays into extra Christmas cash. As a
part-time cast member you could earn more than $3,000 a
year (based on the normal hours worked by casual regular
employees). And the warmth and wonder of the Magic
Kingdom during the holidays is a built-in bonus you 'II truly
appreciate. So get the jump on Christmas 'jingle' with a par-ttime position in one of the fo.l lowing areas:

Food •'Custodial • Merchandise
Operations • Entertainment

•
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Hom<' OHIC'l'

State
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CALL 645-1488
JIM RICHARDSON
3131 CORRINE DR., ORLA~DO, FLA. .

~·

·

Signature
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•••••••••CLIP AND SA VE THIS AD • • • • • • • • • •

·A number of permanent full time positions are also
available in a _wi~e variety of job desc~ip~ions.
To reach the Walt Disney World Employment Office, exit Interstate ~ at the Lake Buena Vista/535
exit. Go north eight miles, then follow the:..Signs to
the Casting Building. Open Monday - FridcW,, hours
9 am to.4'pm.
·
·
?'

Sights.and s .o uuds
Biology prof. . sees life- through
artist's e es
-· . .fo:" - .
Future
3, 1978
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~

by Brian LaPeter
entertainment editor

Biology professd'r James Koevenig
vi.ews life through an a_rtist's eyes.
Though mosf FTU ·students know
him for his work in the field of biology,
Koevenig is an accomplished artist. In
fa-ct it was art that pushed him into his
teaching career.
· Starting at an early age he pursued .
his creativity while in high school and
then attended Cummings School of Art
in Des Moines~ Iowa for three and a
half years. · His first real exposure to
came
fi-om
medical
science
·illustrations. "I started out doing some
medical type illustrations. in water
col-or based on Frank · Netters'
drawings," said Koevenig. ·"Frank
Netter is probably the greatest med_ical
artist there ev~r was."
Koevenig said he did some drawings
for a friend who turned them in for a
term paper. The dearu of pharmacy
caught on to the idea and called them
both in for a reprimand. "He chewed
me .out for havi_ng _someone else turn in
drawings for their paper," Koevenig
explained.
· The dean was apparently impressed
with Koevenig's work. "He suggested
that I ought to consider medical -art,"
confinued Koevenig. "At that time it
was a whole new field so I though 'well
I'll give it a try'."
He went back to college so he· could
get into medical· school to become a
medical illustrator.. "I star,ted talking
pre-med courses, nothing but premed," stressed Koevenig. "I . didn't
mess around with any of the joy courses. I just toek all of the science courses
I could ta_ke."
Koevenig late.r got the into the .
medical art program at the University
of Georgia and started doing medical
illustration on the side.
"I was doing medical illustration on
th_e side to earn my way through
school," he said. "So I was actuallv
practicing it whHe I was going t~
school." ·
·
·
This poses a problem in -the

•

_......
Steve Willlams/Future

h

Biology profess~r , Dr. James K oevenig displa
one of his · artistic· cteati<?ns. Once . an art major,
o'perating room for the aspiring artist.
"I couldn't divorce myself from the
patient and I'd get sick/' he said. ·" So I
quite!" .
For the .next six . to ~ight months
Koevenig did some commercial artwork for a local department store in
Des Moines. "I decided I wanted to go
back to school. There m.ust be a better
way than earning $50 _a week doing
jllustrations," he said. So he went back
to the University of Iowa for his degree
in science.
Since then · he has been teaching
science and biology. Surprisingly he

Koevenig now paints to relax and to take his mind
off the problems of ~he world.

gave up painting for 14 years to pursue
his teaching career.
"My whole life becam·e science and
biology at that time·; · it still is,"
Koevenjg said. "It's my first job and
mv first love is teaching biology."
·Koevenig didn't do any ·m~re painting until he came to FTU in !_ate 1971.
He found that he needed something to
relax with and what better than with
painting. He learned he could go home
after a gruelling day at school and read
art books or paint.
As with all artists ip any medium
Koevenig--has gotten involved in trying
to improve his work. He has taken

Woody Allen strikes gold .
with excel.lent dramatic film

many· courses in art in the last seven
years and worked under son:ie excellent
teachers. "Mostly I've been reading,"
Koevenig said, "and that I think is the
. most important part." He said he has
one -of the best libraries on water color.
that he knows of in the area.
Koevenig's Oviedo home contains
many examples of his work. While he '_
said he likes many different kinds of
art (he also collects art), Koevenig says:
he works strictly with water c~lo;s;
painting mostly in realism.
All this ambition hasn't affected the .
artist/professor. At a young looking 4 7years old he's still raring to go.

Concert Listings

by Brian LaPeter
entertainment editor

Woody Allen's genius strikes again
in his new movie "Interiors." But this
time instead of the highly sophisticated
comedies he usually presents, this
movie is an emotional drama .
"Interiors" is an excellent piece of

shall's new wife and of course a Woody
Allefl movie woul.dn't be complete
without Diane Keaton. She plays one
of the three sisters.
The film goes right for your
emotions. It is a movie of sorrow, grief
and resentment. Allen portrays thes.e
emotions most effectively through . the
setting, probably the most important
part of.this-film.

Allen's use of the setting gives excellent mood effects. "Interiors" opens
with dead silence. In fae:e there is no
musical score to the movie. This is just
artwork; a different but effective
an example of the many ~nique things
follow-up to Allen's last movie, "Annie
that give the film its' cohesiveness.
Hall." Allen wrote, directed and
All of ' the characters unfold before
produced the movie. His presence is
the audience with an intricate interfelt throughout the entire film.
"twining of relationships. Never before
"Interiors" depicts the life of a
h~s Allen put so much feeling into a
family ridden with conflict. Conflict
movie.
between the mother and father that
Throughout the movie you get the
leads to a .di~orce; conflict between the
s<;nsation of c•min<'nt doom hut In th<'
three sisters and conflict between the
end, as-th~ cl'iche' goes, every cloud has
mother and her ability to cope with the
its silver lining. After the climax a
world.
streak of hope shines through. The
E.G. Marshall portrays ·the father
movie's abrupt ending says it .all.
who moves on to another woman
Woody Allen's m,ovies are · the kind
causing the eventual break-up of his
that you really have to see more than
marriage and surprising his three
once to truly appreciate and to comdaughters. The mental strain is too
prehend all the complexities and fine
.
much for his wif<' who, in th<' mcL is last
seen walking to her ·d eath in the ocean. details. "Interiors" should _have no
fr seemed inevitable that this would trouble making it to the Woody Allen
hall of fame.
happen. Jean Stapelton plays Mar-

.
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Nov. 3 - Todd Rundgren and Utopia, Great Southern/Orlando (sold out)
Nov. 4 -Todd Rundgren and Utopia, Great Southern/G.ainesville
Nov. 4 - Queen, Curtis Dixon Hall, Tampa
Nov. 5 - Waylon Jennings and Jessie Colter, Lakeland Civic Center
Nov. 6 - Black Sabbath, Van Halen, B~yfront Center(St. Pete
Nov. 11 - Meatloaf, Bob Carr Municipal Auditorium/Orlando
Nov. 17 -Chuck Mangione, Univ. of Florida Gym/Gainesville
Nov. 18 - Chuck Mangione, Lakeland Civic Center
Nov. 24 - Kris Kristoferson and Rita Coolidge, Sea World/Orlando
Nov. 25 - Freddy Hubbard and Ramsey Lewis, Great Southern/Orlando
Nov. 25 - Teddy Pendergrass, Lakeland Civic Center
Dec. 9 - Doobie Brothers, Lakeland Civic Center
-,.Dec. 15 - Bob Dylan, Lakeland Civic Center
Dec. 31 - Outlaws, Lakeland Civic Center

Bluegrass festival highlights evening.
Th<:' second annual Village CC'nter Bluegrass Festival will feature the Dillards
and th<:' P~yton Brothers tonight, stilrting at 8:30 p.m. in the Village Center ·
Assf.'mblv Room ..
The Q-H'larcls have• bc·c:n descrilwcl as rock. country and hlu<'grass. b.ut they combine all thn'<:' styll's in their music. The five-man group has rdeas<'d over .a half
dozC'n albums whil'<' touring the country the past ci<•cade.
Thl'ir l.inC'up fc•atur<'s Rodnc•y Dillard on guitar, -dobro, and lead vocals. Dc•an
Wc•bb <m mandolin, Billy Ray Latham on banjo, Jeff Gilkinson on ln1ss, cello and
harmonica and Paul York on drums.
·
,
Th<' Peyton Brothers arP exactly what thPir nam<' imp! ies; four brothC'rs named
Pc'yton. John handles ·bass field!<' for the group. Dan pla~·s rh~·thm guitar. Mike•
plays banjo and guitar and L<'e plays mandolin and guitar:
Th<' Pc·yton's, all in thl'ir 20's, wc'rC' horn and raised near Jacksonville and hav<'
bC'en performing togethc•r profrssionally for over thn•e y<'ars.
.
Th<' concert will be free• to FTU sludmts and $3.50 for ·the gc•1wral public.
Tickets will be available at the door.
d<

...

Record Round up

.!

played it becomes easily recognized. ·
The present day pieces include "Songs from llie· Wood," "Minstrel in the GalJery," "Hunting Girls,"
and "Too Young to Die, Too.Old to Rock and Roll."
Tull does justice to all these tunes. Andersons vocals
are as good, if not better than they have ever been.
· · Tull also departs from the harder type music to
Palmer on portative pipe organ and synthesizers; and give listeners something softer with a flute solo by ,
Barriemore Barlow on drums and glockensp1er-x1r - Anderson leading into "God Rest Ye Merry Gen- ·
are excellent performers, each adding a little to the tlemen" and the beautiful "Bouree." Anderson's
groups total personality. Tull, as it has h~en from its - work on the flute has always given Tull their distinbirth, is a tightly knit group; versatility and enchanction. He plays deftly throughout the album.
The climax of the album is taken from Tull's best
ting in their arrangements .
.
"Bursting Out" highlights Tull at its best. It not
album in my opinion, "Aqualung." The group performs exquisite arrangements of "Cross-eyed Mary,"
only shows their excellence live but also gives
"Locomotive Breath" and the all time classic,
listeners some long awaited new arrangements of
"Aqualung."
some of their greatest songs.
Listening to "Burstin'g OJ.Jt" leaves you wanting
The album contains works from the beginning to
mo.re. It is packaged so tightly you can almost
the present. One of Tu1l's better songs on the album is
imagine you are on stage with the group. It is a long
"A New Yesterday." It is tal<en from their se'cond
album ·and while it r:nay not sound familiar, once
awaited dream come true.

Tull bursts out on 'live' album
by Brian LaPeter
entertainment editor

Wha,t separates Jethro Tull from other groups I
think, is there uniqueness. The fact that there really in
no other group like them accentuates the freshness of
their music.
But being unique isn't everything, as they prove on
their new live album. "Bursting Out." They pack two
records full of their hottest composition and brilliant
musicianship.
The lineup on the album hasn't changed since their
last release. It features leader and main composer Ian
Anderson on flute, acoustic guitar and vocals; Martin
Barre on electric guitar, mandolin and marimba ;
. John Evan on piano, organ, accordian , and · synthesizers; John Glascock ~n- bass · and :·vocals; -David
.

'

Ozark ·album disappointing release
material 18ckluster and uninspired
.

~y

'

Don Gilliland

staff writer

As far as live albums go, "It's Alive" by the Ozark
Mountain Daredevils is a rather poor, disappointing
release.
Even though the two-record set is not overly long,
the group could have done much betfer by releasing a
single disc. Much of the material is lackluster and
uninspired, even their biggest previous hit "Jackie
Blue" falls flat.
·
The ·a lbum, the Daredevil's sixth, was recorded
throughout Missouri and Kansas last April. One song,
"Satisfied Mind" was recorded in the men's <:liower
~t the M~Donald Arena in Springfield, Mo . That's
about the only interesting thing about the song,
tho~h .
·
--

-

.

-·

The group is much better up tempo, but a few of
the more mellow songs (" You Know Like I Know"
and "Followin' the Wa y That I Feel") come off fairly
well.
Even on the upbeat tunes the band seems to rush
through them; one reason the album is so short for a
two-record set.
·
·
Even though I'm not very impressed.· with the
album, it does have it's pleasing moments, particularly on the last two sides. In fact, those last two
sides, make it almost worihwhile to buy the afbuj,
although I wouldn't recommend forking over the
, usual price that double-albums cost. I've ah:eady seen
· it in the bargain bin in one record store.
.

One of the best tunes on the album is "Commercial
Success," a hilarious, upbeat, tongue-in-cheeck look
at "making it" in the record business:
" I Wanna be a J; ommercial success So I can be just like the rest
Fame and fortune and a brand new car
I won 't be happy 'til they call me a star ...
I wanna be an American dream
And make a million while still in my teens ... "
The song strongly displays the talents of the eight
member band, featurir.i.g excellent keyboards as
well as fiddle, mandolin, harmonica and guitar.
The harmonica player seems to know only one style
Every time he starts to play, it sounds like the intro to
"If You Wanna Ge_t to Heaven." That song, as expected, in one of the album highlights, too. The encore
number, "It's All' Over Now," is also excellent, ending the album on an upbeat note . .
It's too bad the whole album couldn't have been as
exciting.

- · - ·-- ·-
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. 4otPark ~ve. · N.,
Winter Park

Epicurean
Restaurant
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Coming:
Rated.X
Th.e. B~ys in
Th~Band
For information call
645-5757
tickets available
at Village Center

American & Mediterrea'n Cuisine .
Je"a.tTJring Jimmy's famou s:

e·,

GREEK SALAD
Greek Pa.stfies
G~eat S~eak;s
...
Fme Wn~es
.:. -:::: "··

'

BACI BY POPUIAR DEMAND
. .

1

_

OPEN 11 AM- 1lPM
MONDAY THRUSATURDAY
7900 E. Colonial Dr. 277-288 1

11icl1ol1"
-..._alle-.1
Di~cotheque,

T·H E LARGEST Ll(3HTED
DANCE.FLOOR

IN T.HE sourriiEAST!
THURSDAY NIGHTS:
FREE ADMISSION
WITH C.O LLEGE 1o· ~s
70 WEST AMELIA.AVE"UE At 1,.4

DOWNTOWN.ORLANDO

1

17-92
FERN PARI .

'"Pitehar Nita"

.

"SOUTHPAW'
"°"·3rd, 4th, 1th, 9th, 10th, 11th .
Tuesdiy and Thursday Night . Free heer .uh ~~s adlll

A BRAN·D NEW PLACE
DOWNTOWN ORLANDO
FEATURING:
TUES. NIGHTS 4 -8 :00 PM
MICHELOB BEER 82.50 A PITCHER
LIVE ENTERTAINM"E NT 6~1.:0:00PM
LUNCH • MON - FRI
DINNER • TUES - SAT
HAPPY· HO\TR 4-7:00 PM
32 N . .GERTRUDE ST.
"TH'E BIG RED BARN"
2 BLOCK~ N. OF- ROSIES ON RAILROAD TRACK
BETWEEN WASHINGTON & CENTRAL
PHONE425-1.422

..
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Fraternity--------- pages

upon us."
PAYAS · DISCUSSED with the
facuity the need for this program fo.r
freshmen and sophomore students in
particular. The younger students are
often less comfortable or assertive with
fa culty than with other students, he
said.
.
"Students may need advice on. mat-

After I learned their names I hap· to
memorize their heights, (3'2" x 7) and
the sacred Fraternity Song, "Hi ho, Hi
ho." We would go out on 'night
maneuvers' with our pick axes, digging
holes and looking for discounted beer.
Sometimes we'd be out all night.

ters that are not academic," Payas
said, "like if they broke up with their
girlfriend."
The proposal was initiated by the
President Leadership Council, a group
·of select student representatives, and
sent to tl~e university deans and vicepresidents. Payas said they have
approved looking into the program.

from

WHILE PLEDGING I was allowed
to wear my 'little brother's' pointed
shoes and carry his pick axe from class
to class. What status! Those selycted
few who knew I was pledging the
Dwarfs soon began to look down to
me. I was an example. I was becoming
a little.man on campus.

Rec1·cr0ss

is counting

on you.,

But finally the day came when the
pledging was over and I was to become

-~
I I

I I
II

-,;)~

!."tf)e nov lml) of to<fa~S st~lists" I
10.% OFF ·WITH "STU.DENT?r~o·~

~

~

~

a brother. The inititiation ceremony
was movin.g and I got chills up and
down my spine when I took the Oath of
Snow White. Then, I was one of them.
I was given my very own pick axe and
fraternal name, which I bear proudly,
Gullible.
WHAT A SIGHT we make at night,
out there digging holes, drinking
discounted beer and talking to our
pointed shoes. I can hear the few night
students who know who we are... ."The Dwarfs are coming! The Dwarfs are coming! Get out of their way or
they'll destroy your knee caps. The
Dwarfs are coming!"
We're eight of the biggest little men
on campus. Ah, such is the life ...

19f<I

-~

Umted Parcel Service

NEEDS PART TIME LOADERS & UNLOADERS

EXCELLENT>PAY

EXCELLENT BENEFITS

$5.47 per hour to ~tart
$5. 72·after 30 working days
$5.97 after 60 working days
$6. ~2 after 90 working days
$6.47 after 120 working days

Paid vacations
Paid ~olidays
Paid Hospitalizatio: Dental.
and Vision Coverage
Profit-Sharing P•an
Monday.:.Friday work week

MUST BE ABt.E TO WORK ONE OF THESE SHIFTS:

i
~

!

~

11:30 PM-2:30 AM

4:00 AM - 7:00 AM

6:00 PM- 9:00 ~M

1.
~

i
l

~
~
!

MIRACLE c1:rv MALL, TITUSVILLE

APPLY IN PERSON.
2:00 PM ANY· MONDAY

~

267·9899
.

All Rights Reserved

~
~
~

1050 Miller Road

Altamonte Spring~
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DENl>CRATS • REPl&.ICANS • INlEPENJENTS

BLECT

RICHARD

CROTTY
"For
People"
ALL The

H Aristotle ·were still alive,
we'd probably flunk him.
He'd be too old. Generally, the younger you
are and the better y9ur health, the better your
chances.
So, don't ~ait. Bu¥ now, a~d, regardless of
what happens m the future, you 'll have protection.
At the lowest rates possible.

"Call or stop by our office a~ let's talk about h~w you can get

the most out of llfe whlle you're still In school.
Get the most out of life with
J.P. Joe llrtllnl
605 L Robinson, Suitt 3oo
Orlantle, Fl. 32182
(Bus.) 14M250

(In.) 293-0114

!!"I :,~~~CNT

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF PHILADELPHIA

FLORIDA. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
DISTRICli 40
REPtJBLICAN

Richard Crotty is an
FTU graduate who
wlll work to lower
our ever Increasing
cost of insurance
and utilities.
P•ld Polftlc:.11 acl by Jim Varso, TrHsurer

...
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Alumni Association tries
to get everyone involved
hy Irving Clark
staff writer

In an effort to keep graduates
abrrast of what's going on at FTU, 'the
univ<'rsitv's
Alumni
Association
provides. programming aime(l at getting thrm involvc•cl in activitif.'s on
campus.
.
On Sept. 2o, the Alumni and their
spouses got together at . Apple Annie's
Courtvard in downtown Orlando, for
a little sociali z ing. "I was very happy
to sec so manv new faces a t one of our
functions," s<lid Mark W . Glickman, ·
c:oordin<ltor of Alumni Relations.
""Flodd<1 Tech has graduatrd more
than l 2,000 students in this first
decade and has become an invaluabl e
asset to Central Florida and the entire
state. We take pride in thanking "the
university for its <,lCComplishm.ents and
wishing it w~ll in the seco~d decade ,"
said new Association p.resident, Ron
Page, in a recent "Emphasis" (the
alumni magazine) inte rview .
As
part . of
the
.upcoming
Homecoming Week (this year's theme
is 'Knights on Broadway'), Jan. 27 has
been designated "Alumni Day", and

will include such events as a tour of ~he
campL;s, · the annual hanquet, and liw
entertainmE>nt. Alumni membPrs ancl
their fami! i1•s ar 'cncouraged to attend.
At the upcorning June m •ct ing of the•
-association,
the
first · annual
"D istinguished Alupmus Award'-' will
i;>e presented to the graduate who,
having received at least a Bachelor;s
Degree f ~om FTU, has contributed the
most toward improving eithe r. the
community, .the university, or his own
field of endeavor. IA addition to .the
award, new officers '.Yill be introduced , and appreciation will be expressed to those persons who have
-worked hard on majo~ projects.
Th_e Department of Public Information pub I ishes the· "Emphasis"
quarterl·y to inform. ·alumni and the
community about what's going on at
FTU. The recent issue has -seven pages
dedicated to the Alumni Association
.and its functions, and "Briefly," a
.column which updates the activities of
alumni , has md sizable <1pproval, and
is growing stC'adily as lwsitation to
corr<·~pond i ng lessons.

Steve Williams/Future

Mmin~ .. that's

An unidentified participant in the Child Care Center's Halloween
·party ~ries to hold on to his ice cream and his mask at the same time.

First Amendment Book Store

NOTICE
tor

11488 East 50 (Next to University"r)rive-lri)

-·
BUY-S.E LL-TRADE

STUDENT
VETERAN'S ASSOCIATION MEMBERS
.
.
NOMINATIONS AND ELECTIONS.FOR NEXT YEARS OFFICERS
WILL BE HELD NOVEMBE.R 8, 1978 11 ° ~ AM IN THE VILLAGE
CENTER MULTl PURPOSE ROOM. THE MEETING WILL BE
HELD IN CONJUNCTION WITH T.HE VETERAN'S DAY
CELEBRATION. BE THERE. REFRESHMENTS.

Comics, Science Fiction, Adtilt, Best Selle~

We carry

10-6Monday-Saiurday

~·

good

.,

RUSH

- . .. ALL VETER"ANS AND DEPENDENTS l,N VITED·©

AN EATING & DRINKIN~
ESTABLISHMENT
Unlimited Buffet•Soup,•Salad Bar .
STEAK•SEAFOOD•PRIMERIB

·

Marinate<J Tenderloin
served with baked potato

54• 49

'·!··auYANY.Diiitlirt• :
I Get Znd Dinner of Equal :
·: Value for % Off (with coupon) :

•e

•

.•

11

.

NOT INCLUDED. NOT VALID
WITH·ANY OTHER COUPON..

~- :
'1!

•e

· AU CARTE ITEMS &TAX

_:

:EXPIRES: NOV. 13, 1978:

•·

-

·.

. e9'~~P~r•e~~~~e~•~•~~~~~r · •

MOTORCYCLE CENTERS

KAW~SAKI

·.

DOWN

. KZ40~> 8995. 311(?.
KZ 650 32099. S.218.
KZ 1000 S2t595. 8280
ORLANDO 340i W. COLONIAL

299-9191
CASSELBERRY 998 E. SEMORAN

834-1432

-

.

.

.

·.. Since 1795 we've gathered our
Blue Ma~eys for Cuervo Gold
.the $entie way. .
·.
·
•Its the old way..And still
the best. ··.
·
At Cuervo we know that there is only one way to make ·
Cuervo Gold perfect. The.way we've been doing it for more
.
·
.
than 180 years. ·
· · ·That's why people still nurti~re_ ou; fields 9f J!l1:le __
_ Jvfaguey plants. And why mu~es .are-still used~ ?rin_g . .
· .these precious plants -f,o our distil~ery. Fbr traditwn is still
· the most important ingredient in Cuervo Gold .. .:
Th is is what makes Cuervo Gold truly ·spe.cml. Neat,
o~ the rocks, u;ith ·a.splash of soda, in aperfect S~ry,.rise ·or
Margarita, ·cueruo 'Gotd u-rill bring you back to a time when
qvalfty ruled ~he wo~ld.
.
. . · . · • , . : . . rL~".J~:sr.

Cuervo. The Gold standard _smce 1795. ·....

-.,,,:··:·'::::;::=:===··:

CUERVO ESPECIAL I\' TEQU l t A. 80 PROOF. IMPORTED AND BOTTLED BY © 1978 HEUBLEIN, INC.. HARTFORD. CONN . .

-.·... .,,:.
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EPCOT to affect language education
by Barbara Cowell
staff writer

EPCOT, Walt Disney World's latest project, has been
called a great advantage to the Central Flori~~l community
and a challenge to FTU~s foreign language students.
EPCOT will serve as a forum for the exchange of ideas and
. cultures. Young people from around the wq~ld ·will live and
work together. Disney officials feel this will bring about better understa"nding between
rn1tions.
Dr. A.nthonv V . Cer.v one, cha·irman .c~f the departn1ent of
foreign langu~ge!l, said that Orl'ando is fortunate to·b.e the
point of meeting of eultun's.
"Education is an E:>xchangc of ideas. EPCOT will be an advantage for Central Florida and Orlanc:io-will on,ly benefit, '
he said.
·
."We're bound . to havP a greatt'r interest in foreign
languages," h<:> ·add<:>d~ "It wil shift fro.m l<ical to the world. ·
People will be expected to have a greater int(:'n•st in histories
of different countri<:>s.
"Changes · b<:>cause of EPCOT dept"nd on how the . commtinity r<:>sponds . Chnng<:>s are ne<:>d<:>d but I don't knc)w if
they will takt' plac<:>, We're ready for changes in tlw departrnrnt but p<'oplP in .the eommqnity will bring about t-he
change," CC'rvonr said.

all

The chang('s may indude languag(~ classes on TV or
special courst's in .forrign languagrs for hotel/motel employ.<'<'S according to Cervorn'. "We have thr nianpower and
·capabilities," he said. "All we nerd is the peo1)le to want to
take part in it. You don't learn a language owrnight.
' "Students arid the' community have a greater awareness of
th<' nerd t6 widm thC'ir education and to takt' subjects that
involv<' knowledge of tht• otht'r an'as of· tht' world," he contimwd.
Ct'rvo1w said then' an' c:urrentlv 80 students who are
m~joring in fort>ign languagrs. He. said the department is
now stn'ssing that studC'nts also studv in other an' as such as
busiryess administrnti.o n. "A language l~y itself is not _good
enough. Language and other areas go together. The
rstablishmC'nt of EPCOT will l>C' a gr;idual thing and more
business oriented."
A t<:>am of visitors ' that studied the language departments
in Florida's univers'ities presented a report to the Board of
Regents in March. The findings outlined the general role of
languages in the school system and concluded that foreign
langttages are important to both FTU and EPCOT.
.
Cervone said, "Th<:>re is a lot we can learn from other
cultures and they ran learn from us. No one has the pa tent on
the best way of living.
··
·

................................
~

·Greenware Sale

50·3

Ovei~o,

Florida

Dr. Anthony Cervone
... Foreign Language chairman

-

Mica successfully revised state law to
require Tax Collectors and local ·governments to
invest your tax dollars resulting in an annual saving
in excess of 5.4 million dollar's.

Representative Mica .defeated a
fat pay hike for county
commissioners and unl imited
travel expense proposal.

•••

Representative Mica was named one
of Florida's Five Outstanding Young
Men for 1978 b.v the Flori~a Jaycees.
RE-ELECT EFFECTIVE REPRESENTATION

FRIDAY

VCAR

8:3PPM ·

BRAND N·EW MAZDA GLC·
. PISTON · ENGINE

$

HATCHBACK~---!'.

4389 ::STAX&TAG

INCLUDES · FACTORY AIR CONDITIONING , AM/FM RADIO,

Avoiding
Future
·s hock ·
Why think about life insurance and estate plan!ling now
- while you'r.e young? Because the best way to avoid
financial crisis in your .leisurely ·years is to effectively
manage your most productive years. The older you get,
the more it costs to protect your family and business.
Your Fidelity Union Life estate planner can show you
how to prepare for a secure future - now.
·
Call the Fidelity Union Field Associate'
· in your area:

5 SPEED TRANS.~ RADIAL TIRES, FREIGHT ANI'.> DEALER PREP!

ID RIDDEi CllRIES H
WILLIAMS BROS.
5324 E. COLONIA[
1

21s=
-9s1-o

MAZDA

PR.·
21~-9a10

;../

Representative Mica -p.assed legislation allowing
local government to direct deposit funds
which eliminates paperwork and mailing·
costs. Savings estimated the first year
1.2 million dollars.

·Second Annual

FideIi}).'
Union Life
"ORLANDO AGENCY"

830-1326

·,
i

Repr~sentative

·3 65-7481

";

'·"

Johnl ~ Mica working for·you !

Paints & Supplies 203
Eileen's Creative Mud

...

·COllege
·Mastei:.

· -.
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Some secretaries like
pay Scale, others don't
There is increasing dissension among FTU's secreta ri es on whether or not their
salaries are adequate to meet their needs as the cost of living goes up.
Opinion~ are a ln:iost evenly d ivided between secretaries who feel their pay is sufficient, particu la rl y when the_·secu rity and benefits of work ing fo r the state are
· cons ide red , a nd those who say they are hav ing a difficult time ma king ends meet
at the current pay sca les.
'Tm extremely happy w ith my work and the people I work w ith," sa id one
secretary, "but I'm a spend thrift and I cannot make it financia ll y. When I came
here the pay scale was adequate but inflation has changed that. The salar ies are
not keeping up with inflation."
·
Although both management and secretavies agree that inflation is a problem
some secretar ies are p leased with their jobs and pay.
"Money is money," said one secretary , "when you don't have a job." Another
added, "S ince I've been here, my sa1ary has increased substantially ."
The state wide pay sca le for secretaries is regulated by the state legisla ture.
Local officials and superv isors have only token monetary increases (merit awards)
to dole out.
,·
Some secretaries mentioned that the union wasn't .helping them with their pay
probl ems. However, the clerical un it of Florida State Employees (which include
secretaries) is not yet unionized, although several unions a re interested in doing so .
On Sept. of this yea r all FTU career service emp'loyees (which include
secretaries) who had worked here over six months and ha d a satisfactory or higher
evaluation by their superiors were given a five percent. cost of li ving in crease on
their basic pay , as directed by state legislation.
One non-FTU employment official who asked no t to be identified said that he
thought the sta te secretaries' pa y, wh n a ll aspects w ere takrn into consideration,
·was competitive and that the secretaries should be p leased th ey have a job.
Many FTU secretar ies mentioned th a t working for the stat and working in an
academic setting were added benefits that' offset an y salary discrepancy that may
occur.

First there was the idea.
A br~w with a hearty, full-bodied flavor. A qu~ff s m oot~ and e~s~
going down. A tankard with a head full of pnde. That 1s the ongm
of the species O 'Keefe.
Having adapted and differentiated itself, O 'Keefe prospers and
..
proli.ferates throughout the !a nd . It's a perfe~~ e.xample of the
survival of the fittest. And it s also because, Its too good ~o gulp .

Current Selection
of Paperbacks
1/2 Price
Trade2for1

PIZZA CAPRI
ITA LI AN R ESTAU RAN T

What is the evolution of
O'Keefe according to Darwin?

& su es

''Mon. • Tues. Special·''

Sidewalk Sale
Books 15C ea.
or 8 for.$1

$1DOOFF
Any large 2 item pizza
(with ad)

'fHE BOOK RACK
1005 N. Semoran Blvd.
(Zayre' s Shopping Center)
Open Tue. - Sat. 10 til 6

E. Colonial Ph. 277-9932
Near 15A Expires Nov. 10, 1978

C~nturylnsurance

.•.

::

Auto Insurance
Low Rates
_Low Down Payment

Affordable Insurance for your car, van or motorcycyle ·
Easy Fin_ancing with only 25 % down and 8 convenient
monthly payments.
Immediate Tag Binders
Auto Insurance· 10/20/5 Liability & PIP,
with full deductibles as low as
Male

.....

"
'.

Age
18
21
23
25+

Single
$282/yr.
218
196
140

Married
$203/yr.
156
156
129

Female
Married
Single
$166/yr.
$129/yr.
129
145
145
129
129
145

Typical rates tor Orange and Seminole counites, with no accidents or .
violations in the past 36 months. Individual rates will depend on county
and driving history. Low 6 month policies also available.

Minimum Insurance Required by Law: PIP
Personal Injury Protection (PIP), with full $5000 coverage,
no deductibles, no add-on's- as low as $38.00/yr .

·

....

Call for a Quote Today:
Century .Insurance
Suite314 .
303 Semoran Blvd.
Altamonte Square Office Park
Altamonte Springs, Fla. 32701
Hust 2 blks. west of Altamo·nte Mall) ·

DISCOUNT TIRE STORES COAST TO COAST
u·N1oif PARK

i .~ " ,

Serving all
Central Florida

ORLANDO

1512 N. Mills

16 ~ 1\o.ecn .V.1'1 & t~eo"1~ ' LLMber ~

Mia·ni Rug)

Wed, f• i 7·30-5:30.
lues & lhur 7:30-7, Sot 8 4
Mun.

Doily & So t. 8 6
. PHONf 27.'i 3670

?HONt 808

eJoo .

StJNOAY l 0 4

ORLANDO ( ::.,,.-:. & C•io ;i~ Av~.
A: h ·rgu!on Po n t 10 ;- 11 1 $t. rv'1Ct: 1..h:f.1 1 . )
M '~" t' 1,. F.. 8 5.30 . So:. 8 ·2

Ffi l>N E J 5 ~ ! a.;o

WINTH.GARD~tl

830-8993
Mon-Fri 9 AM • 7 PM
, ! Sat 9 AM • 1 PM

~~,· ;;0

(At TU I- A utp Po rt\)

o.:

'tHREE

Pl iC"~E 8J l - 16JO

':· ~- ~ . , ;()

(ltl A\J iO '' '-'""
M)r tr" " Th ,,. ,, 8 ~ - 30
h C 1 5 , .,
f'r!ON t 65c :0 i 8 5

STOR~S .,N

:Nc..-t to 'f ~1 moh o )
T:ics , ~:1Jr B 5:30
Vvcd & fr . !i·l. Sot 8 d

M c;11,

ORLANDO

SUNDAY ' (1 .1

IJ : ·J 5o C 6 . 1·

\A t .d Wl'\ef'I Onv<: Cen lel)

'fhur, Fri 8 5:30 .
M::ir & Wed 8-8, 50 1 5.0
PHO t~E· 8.iJ-6590
SJNDA • · 0 ~
Tu~ s .

ALTAMONTE SPRINGS
1300 Hwr,. 436 (112 mi We">I of 17-92)
Mon_. thru Fri. 8 8, Sot. 8-6
PHONE 339-7005 .
SUNDAY J1).4

iUSTIS

.41 7 S. Bay
(Fcr me-rly Wholesa le l ire Co. )
Mon. thru F•i. 8·5:30, Sot. 9.3
PHONE 357-/\851

UKELAND

'' 8~ Mem1;11oi 8l•d.

(A l N otiC no i A u to Se r"1ce Ce nte rs)

Do ily 8-5 :30, Sot .8-1
PHONE 682-3357

TAMPA ANQ ONE IN. BRANDON TO SERVE YQU

~:P-orts
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Fischer Pulls tricks

Lady Knights ·g et treats
.

by Godwin Kelly
sports editor

The FTU Lady Knights went trick or
treating Halloween night.
Karin Fischer provided the tricks
and the Lady Knight volleyball team
treated itself t.o two more victories over
a pair of Florida schools extending
their spotless season record to 31-0.

-

. The Lady Knights also picked up
their fifth . tournament when they
· devour'ed seven teams to take the
Jacksonville Invitational last weekend.
In their second and last home appearance Tue$day night the Lady
Knights swept a pair of matches from
· . Flagler College an.cl Stetson ·university.
Flagler was the first lamb put on the

FTU's sacrificial volleyball alter. The
irestless Lady Knights easily snuffed the
Saints 15-2, 15-6.
Stetson came up to bat next but soon
found out it was in the wrong league.
With most of FTU's starters warming
the bench, the Lady Knights -waltzed
past the Lady Hatters in the first game
15-5.

Spiking some Saints
FTU
volleyball
players
Daniele Deas (22) shown at left
and Celestine Wilson (30) on the
right, offer the Lady Saints from

' 1

Ken Brewer/Future

Flagler College ft couple of spikes
for Halloween. The Lady Knights
went on to defeat Flagler · and

Knights drop match;
lose to FIU with I 7
seconds le.ft in game
The FTU Knights dropped a 1-0 Soccer decision to Florida International
University jn the final 17 seconds of play last week despite playing what head
coach Jim Rudy described as "about our best game of the year."
The teams played scoreless soccer the entire game tintil FIU's Alieu Njie scored
on a penalty kick with just 17 seconds remaining iri the game.
The Sunblazers were awarded the penalty kick when FTU's Reynods Lys fisted a
ball away from the open Knight goal.
FIU outshoot the Knights 24-12, and the goalies--Lou Cioffi for FTU and Clyde
Salmon for FIU--had five saves each.
Three yellow cards were issued in the game? with one of them going to FIU
·. coach Bill Nuttall. The other two were issued to FIU's Charles Worthen and FTU's
Randv DeShield simultaneously at 81 :52.
Th~ loss drops the Knight's r~cord for the year to 4-6.
. "We played a real good match and put them right out of the game," Rudy said.
"Our defense played a superb game, as they have all year. Cioffi played a really
fine game, too."
Rudy summed up the season·saying, "We've had a tough year. We have goo.cl
players, but we haven't put it together."
.
The Knights entertain the University of Connecticut this afternoon at 3:30.
Connecticut is currentlv ranked No .. 13 in the nation, and their roster boats two
U.S. Olympic players, joe Morrone, Jr., and Erhard Capp. Morrone is the son · of
Connecticut's head coach Joe Morrone.
· ·
·
"They have a ~trong bench and substitute freely," Rt1dy said. "They'll co~e 0~t
firing. It ought to be a great game to watch."
·
FTU's scoring statistics do not reflect a losing rrcord. The Knights have scored
nearly twice as i:nany goals as their opposition, holding · a 23-12 edge in that
category. They have also out-shot foes 194-162, and have more assists, points.
.
·. ·
saves and corner kicks. The Knights lead in everything ~ut wins.
Randy DeShield is still the Knights' leading scorer with 11 goals and three assists
·
.
for 14 points. He has taken 40 shots on.goal.
Paul Nuzum has five goals and two assists for seven points. Grorge Vass,ilaras
leads the Knights in assists with five. He also has a goal for -a total o~ six. p~ints: . ·
.~

~-

'

Stetson University in the FTU
gym by wide margins Halloween
ni~ht.

18

Then Fischer started her tricks.
The spunky freshman baffled the
Lady Hatters with a twisting, spinning,•
roundhouse serve that earned six aces
in a row, eight all together and a total
of 10 points in the game.
Behind Fischer's service, the smiling
Lady Knights rolle<;l to an easy 15-7 t
victory over Stetson.
·
"For the first time this year we
weren't under pressure," said FTU
volleyball coach Lucy McDaniel. ."We
were never under pressure of ·losing.
We were allowed to relax this time."
In the Jacksonville Invitational last
weekend, the Lady Knights mowed
· down seven opponents sealing up their
fifth tournament trophy.
During pool play, FTU downed
South Carolina 15-6, 15-4; Miami, 155, 15-2; Charleston, S.C., 15-1 , 15-4;
and then South Carolina once again
15-8' 15-10.
South Carolina was the hardest opponent FTU faced partly because of
two ex-Lady Knights on the roster-Cynthia Jacobs and Sandy Gast. Both
played FTU's squad last season.
Florida Southern was the first team
FTU faced in the brackets. The Lady
Knights rolled by FS 15-9, 15-4. In the·
semifinals, FTU blitzed Miami for an
easy 15-0, 15-2 victory.
Mississippi State was the Lady
Knights' unfortunate opponent in the
finals. FTU polished off the Lady
Rebels with ease running up scores of
15-1, 15-6 for the invitational crown.
The Lady Knights travel to Tampa
Tuesday to take part in a tri-match
between Florida and South Florida.
The matches will be the last of the
reguJar season before state tournament
in Lakeland begins Thursday. The
Lady Knights have already been
seeded no. 1 in the tournament.
LATE SCORES
The Lady Knights swept through a
quad-match
hosted
by
Florjda
Sou.t hem College Wednesday night
beating FSC 15-3, 15-7; Florida, 15-4,
15-4 and South Florida 15-3, 15-6. The
wins extended FTU's record to 34-0.
FTU took part in another quad-matCh
Thursday night but the results were not
available by press time.
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Ken 8rewer/F~"'.~

· FTU goalit; Lou Cioffi (dar~ jersey) .ru~s into traffic and defend¢~.
~im Hancock does a he~dstand ·in Friday's game against Florida 1~:.,,
te.mational University last week. .Th~ K~ights lost the contest wh~n',
FIU scored a go~I ·with ·t 7 .seconds fottji!. ~he match unknotting tf.l~l
scoreless contest. . . _., '·· . ..
''
/
,j
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lntramurals
Recreational
Services
has
organized a Rec Milers Club to help
fitness minded students, faculty and
sraff to chart their progress and
· work toward a specific goal. There
are separate clubs for joggers,
bicyclists, and swimmers.
You can sign 'up at the RS office in
the P.E. Building then teport your
daily mielage. Your weekly p'rogress
is posted on trye RS bulletin board.
Halfway certificates are is_sued
when you reach 20 miles swimming, SO miles jogging or 200 miles
cycling.
Full club membership is awarded
when 40, 100 and 400 miles are accumulated, respectively. RS also
gives full members Rec Milers Tshirts. The miles must be · accumulated over at least a 40 day
· period.
·
..

ti-

.~

Pass .attack

Cross country-team
starts on right . too~ .

to

··the Following Faculty members oppose .

letalizafion of casino gamhling . in
Florida. We urge you to vote -NO ori ·Amendment-9 on NOtlemher 7. ·

Richard Adiclcs
John W.· Budina, Jr.
Glenn Cunningham
Brook Madsen .
Ho•ard Sher11ood
·E. Theodore Veit
-_Joby Anthony
J~h11 . M. Cheney·
-~- paf:id Ingrain
Jeanice.M:i~gett
MiChcael QLTa~or.
.

.

-.

'

.KS, in co.n junction with fhe Meat ·

World Market in Oviedo, will stage
a Coed Turkey Trot, Nov. 18 beginning at 11 a.m.
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Setting the pace for FTU was Chris Stevenson and · Florida with 79 and FTU with 112.
FTU also placed first in the open classification. ·
Tom Miller. Stevenson was runner-up at the meet with
Biblo was the first finisher for FTU coming in sixth
a time of 24:56 followed by Miller, who is the team's
with a time of 31 :42.
coach, in the third slot with a time of 25: 12.
Tony Biblo, who was the third FTU runner to c;ross . · At the Perry Cross Country Run last weekend,
FTU's Darell Pearson led the Knights by placing
the finish line, recorded a mark of 25:35.
Flagler's Sanford Dixon was the individualcham42nd.
The Knights will run two teams in the Hyatt House
pion nailing down first place with a time of 23:24.
. Road Race Saturday in. Orlando and are planning on
At the Florida Invitational; the Knight runners
attending the Florida AAU and Space Coast
placed fourth out of 10 teams .. Florida was first with
16 points followed ~y Florida State with 40, South . Marathon which runs later in November.

The FTU Cross Country .team has started out the
year on the right foot by winning a duel meet and
placing fourth in the Florida Invitational.
The team opened up the season against Flagler
College on the road and came home with a win. The
Knights beat Flagler in the dual .run by the score of
·
·
25 31. ·

.

INTRAMURAL RESULTS
FLAG FOOTBALL
Last week
Frat: KS 30. •ARR 0: LXA 28. SAE 0: ATO 8. TKE J. 0:
PKA 30. KS I 0: SAE 30. KA 6. BLUE: ZTA 28. ODD 6: PKA
LS 6. KO 0. RED: Wookies 22. Independents 0: Humps 54.
Hoagie.~ Heroes 0: FS&S 22, Pyromaniacs 0. WHITE: TKE
II 12, Super.Jocks 12: ROTC 6, Bushwackes 0 .
This week
FRAT: TKE 146, Chi Phi 0: PKA 12. SXO: LXA 46. DTD
0. RED: Wookies 12, Chester's Gorillas 6.
WATER POLO
Last Week
RED: TKE 5, TKE II I ; ATO I, SX 8 , default: PKA 4.
LXA I; TKE I. LXA 0, default; ATO I. TKE II I. BLUE:
TYES 8. KO o. This Week-RED: LXA 6 , SX I.
.
WATER POLO

FINAL LEAGUE STANDINGS

Photo by Kevin McDonoup

Zeta quarterback Karen Bartholemew is shown about to ~ncork a
pass downfield to a teammate, in a recent intramural flag football
game. FTU's four flag football leagues will play through the-end of
November.

T~ams will be made up of a man
and a woman a·n d will run on a mile
and a· half cross country type course. The men will nm one mile while
the women will run a half a mile.
B~fore teams begin the· race, they
must predict their finishing time.
The coed team finishing closest to
their predicted time will win a
turkey and RS T-shirts. The runnerup team--the squad with the
fastest time--will receive .RS T-shirts.
Signup deadline for the turkey
trot is Nov. 16.
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SPONSORED BY THE FUTUR~

WED. NOV. 15th
9AM~SPM

VILLAGE CENTER GREEN
PARTICIPANTS:
ROYAL AMC~JEEP
ORANGE BUICK
DON ,.,EALEY CHEVROLET
CLARK CHRYSLER-PLYMOU:J'H
BAIRD-RAY DATSUN
BILL BRYAN FIAT
MclNERNEY FORD
WILLIAMS BROS. MAZD~ ·'. ·::
_SCOTT S_..,ITH OLDSMOBILE . . · · ·
... JIMMYBRYANTOYOT~- .:
...
LOUIS ~OLKSWAGE,., BMW, $tlB~lfU : .

1' CONCORD AM /FM PUSHBUTTON RADIO AND CASSE~
PLA YEI\ WILL BE GIVEN AWAY TH~ DAY ~F THE SHOW._
DONATED BY CARTUNES.CAR STEREO, 84S N. MILLS AVE.
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FLORIDA STUDENT
ASSOCIATION AN·D- STATE
COUNCIL .OF · STU~DENT
BO.DY PRESIDENTS ENDORSE
THE FOLLOWING CANDIDATES:
.

t

'

'

.

..

-

••

.

.

.

State House of Representatives
SEAT

NO.
38

BOB WATTLES
Larry Kirkwood

_SEAT

·NO.
41

FRAN·CARLTON
Ji.µ Huckeba

-

...

SEAT

NO.
A3

DICK BATCHELOR
Bob Webster

************************************************
.

.

~ND .

REQUE-S T YOUR
SUPPORT ON . THE FOLLOWING
CONSTITU.TIONAL REVISIONS:
.

Revision number 2, the DeClaration of
Right~, i.s en<lo~sed beea.u se it underscores
the committment of the citizenry . of
Florida to recognize the rights of all it's
· citizens.

-tF8 NO·

Revision number 8, establishing an appointive State Board of Education,
reduces treacccrnntability of this board to
the' peoplr ·of Florida.
Th is -revision
would also give constitutional status to
the Board of Regents, putting thC'm, in all
areas of Pducat.ional ui)licy, -bC'yond thC'
control of the Florida'f.LegislaturC'. ThC'
_only mC'ans of cff<:>ctivC' input tJw
legislature would have' is t_h<'. budget. WC'
do not want th<' Stat<' Dnin'rs'it~- S~·stC'm
hudgC't to b<' thC' hattlrground for th('
B.O.R. and the' State' LC'gislaturl'. The
pC'oples right to control thC'ir C'ducational
policiC's should not h<' tnkC'n from their
C'lC'dC'd rC'presC'ntativC's.

.#4NO

'

Revisjon number 4, the 'Abolishment of
the Elected Cabinent, should be rejected
since it takes the righ.t to elect these 'stat.e
officals away from the voters of Florida.
· Also, the appointed c.a binent ~ould not
be as responsive to the.voters as an elected
.c abinent. ·

.#9 NO ·would
RC'vision numbe~ 9, S:asi-no Gambling,
destroy the family tourist image on
which Florida, and p'a rticularly CC'ntral
Florida, dC'prnds. Any financial gnins
from Casino Cambi ing would bC' outW('ighed · hv increas<'d law C'nforcc'nwnt
c<>st. Thc'r~' wouid b(~ no appr<'ciable in. <:r<'aS<' in fu1iding to education,. and no
forsc'<'abk tax n·I i<'f.

Make Y .o ur.Voice .Heard! V .O te Tues. ·N ov. 7.

